SRS crews are putting the finishing touches on the new fueling system in Gray.

**Contractor:** SRS Petroleum Services  
**Bid Amount:** $1,721,439.00  
**Percent Complete last approved pay estimate:** 79.7%

**Project Schedule:** Completion date June 19th, 2020

**Project Scope:** The work consists of removing and replacing the underground gas and diesel storage tanks at the northbound travel plaza in Gray, providing final installation of temporary gas and diesel dispensers using owner supplied aboveground storage tanks, associated electrical, mechanical, drainage, site work, and maintenance of traffic.

**Contractor Schedule:** The new fuel dispensers are online in both the gasoline and diesel canopies. The parking lot has been repaved and all disturbed soils have been seeded. A final punch list is being scheduled. Currently the contractor is decommissioning the temporary fuel systems and mobilizing their equipment off site.